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MARY: Mobile local search is a growing area that has many marketers excited about 
prospect of serving targeted ads to mobile users. There are, however, many 
lenges in developing mobile search platforms and advertising models that satisfy the 
erns of both wireless carriers and end users. Carriers don’t wish to compromise a 
 experience already impinged on by hardware restrictions (i.e., small screen and 
ad), while users have privacy concerns about being targeted and served unsolicited 
based on their location. Technology restrictions, such as a lack of GPS ubiquity, are 
 barriers. There is, however, a great deal of innovation happening at the application 
l by third-party software developers. Such companies will help accelerate the 
tion of mobile local search and advertising by addressing these challenges.   

re Is the Innovation? 
ess service is a highly competitive market in which carriers’ product strategies 
 largely involved differentiation through design and feature development. A user 
rience encumbered by hardware restrictions has made this a challenge; a paradox 
 consumer expectations for smaller devices yet more functionality.  

user interface dilemma has largely steered the directions of many mobile carriers’ 
tization strategies. Although ad-supported models can take advantage of the 

vioral and location targeting capabilities of mobile devices, they haven’t been 
yed by many carriers. Advertising, the carriers contend, is at odds with providing 

cribers with the best user experience possible — a key tenet of a revenue model 
relies on customer retention in a highly competitive market.  

of alienating users by raising privacy concerns has also prevented carriers from 
menting targeted ad models. A study done in March by Royal Bank of Canada’s 
Capital Markets found 43 percent of cellphone users would be willing to pay more 
ireless service that prohibits marketing or advertising messages. Carriers have 
fore focused instead on subscription-based premium content delivery such as 
on’s V Cast and Mobile ESPN.  

 that said, there is still room in the market for behavioral and geographic 
ting for mobile ad delivery. The innovation and software development, however, 
appen at the application level rather than with the carriers themselves. A handful 
ird-party technology vendors are building mobile search and consumer targeting 
cations to be used on portable devices. 

ite the aforementioned concerns, some wireless carriers have shown interest in 
ing with such companies to integrate products that offer users more choice in 
le search and content delivery. The growth of SMS messaging among younger 
mers has piqued this interest. The demand for SMS ad delivery platforms from 
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advertisers will also compel carriers to see a sizable opportunity in mobile advertising 
(see appendix). 

The advertising components of these platforms in some instances will involve active 
indication of preferences by users and in others will be based on the pull of local 
information (contextualized paid search). The key to both models will be opt-in 
delivery, as unsolicited ads and privacy invasion are legitimate barriers to adoption.  

The following is a roundup of companies The Kelsey Group recognizes as steering the 
direction of the mobile local space. 

Telcontar 
Personalization is a feature that is slowly taking hold of consumer online services. It is 
gaining adoption in online news and classifieds, thanks to RSS and e-mail alerts from 
Google, LiveDeal, Yahoo! and others. 

Geospatial software provider Telcontar is now trying to apply personalization to 
mapping and mobile search. With the company’s Drill Down Server 4.0, mobile device 
users can receive alerts about traffic incidents, gas prices and SME promotions that 
occur along or around their personal daily commutes or frequently traveled routes.  

The company already supplies Ask, Google, Yahoo! and others with software that 
powers online mapping tools. This latest version of its software adds the ability to 
integrate dynamic data and alert mobile device users when there is an overlap between 
their preset criteria and a real world event.    

 “When I drive from my house to work every day, who has the cheapest gas? Is there 
a traffic jam? Does the coffee shop I drive past want to hit me with a coupon for the 
scones that I like? We want to give people the ability to develop those personal routes 
and then when some event happens along that route, to proactively notify them,” says 
Marc Prioleau, Telcontar’s vice president of marketing.   

A commercial product that utilizes this technology is not yet available, according to 
Prioleau, because this would require one of Telcontar’s portal clients to integrate the 
technology into its online or mobile mapping products. But Prioleau is confident this will 
happen soon because of the rapid pace of feature development by these companies. 

“The thing we’re starting to see is the extension of mapping to the handset. Google 
and Yahoo! have begun to do this,” he says, further explaining the possibilities for 
mobile local advertising. “I’m going to San Francisco tonight at 8 p.m. for dinner, so 
show me where the restaurant is. When I make that query, I’ve specified something 
about an action I intend to take. So now all of a sudden you start asking the question, 
how do I make that more relevant info so I could also figure out where cheap gas is 
along the way? And there are obviously some ad models around that.” 

Prioleau also points out that mobile consumers are attractive advertising targets 
because they are more likely to visit local businesses and transact. The personalization 
component likewise makes them appealing because by indicating preferences in 
advance they have explicitly stated what they want and implicitly indicated that they 
will be ready to transact when they are in proximity.  

Earthcomber 
Geospatial mapping engine Earthcomber provides a free mobile service for Palm OS 
and Windows Mobile-powered handhelds, enabling users to find businesses such as Wi-
Fi hotspots, coffee shops, ATMs and office supply stores.  
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Earthcomber Screen Shots 

 

 
Source: Earthcomber (2006) 

Rather than delivering ads over a wireless network to mobile devices, Earthcomber 
users can download maps of certain areas of the U.S. The maps are then stored on the 
device’s hard drive or data card for future business lookups. 

The advantage of this approach is that the software “combs” any area of a map for the 
businesses of interest. This is much faster and more reliable than Web-based mobile 
lookup services that require item-by-item search input. The company targets corporate 
travelers through the types of businesses it signs on as advertisers, which include 
restaurants, hotels, car rental agencies, document services and cleaners. 

The product is supported by devices powered by Windows Mobile and Palm OS 
(including smartphones such as the Palm Treo and Sony Clié) because the interface is 
most effective on a touch screen enabled device.     

The company also offers supplementary name-brand travel, shopping and lifestyle 
guides in electronic form for portable devices for US$8 to US$20. 

ZiXXo 
Online coupon platform provider ZiXXo makes it easier for SMEs to create and 
distribute coupons online.  

Given that a coupon is present until the point of conversion, it enables more accurate 
tracking of buyer behavior. This can be even more effective than other cost-per-action 
models that are growing in use — such as pay-per-click and pay-per-call — because in 
some cases there remains a gap between a call or a click and an offline conversion. 

For SME advertisers that wish to have their coupons managed and syndicated by 
ZiXXo, its platform allows them to create coupons or upload existing ones, which they 
can then turn on or off based on business levels. This offers a level of dynamism and 
interactivity not possible with traditional coupons.  

“If I’m Joe’s Pizza and I’ve created a Joe’s Pizza coupon, I can manage it in one place 
in ZiXXo [and] have it syndicated everywhere,” says Hogan. 

The company has its own destination site where users can search, browse and print 
coupons for local businesses. But more importantly its platform is marketed in private- 
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ZiXXo’s Local Online Coupon Directory 

 
Source: ZiXXo (2006) 

label form to local search sites. Think of it as a coupon engine that local search sites 
can integrate to add an extra dimension of value to their directory offerings. In 
addition to improving tracking, this can also better serve user intent and drive traffic.  

The mobile piece comes in as a result of ZiXXo’s multifaceted partnering and 
distribution strategy, which is based on the platform’s broad applicability.  

“Some people see a perfect fit for newspapers. Others say this would be a complete fit 
with [Internet Yellow Pages]. And others see an incredible platform for mobile phones,” 
says Hogan. “For example, someone can call directory assistance for a phone number 
to a restaurant and at the same time be offered a coupon for that restaurant sent 
directly to his or her mobile phone.” (SMS text-based versions of this scenario have 
also been tried by some application developers and are explored below.) 

ZiXXo is in the initial stages of forming such partnerships, according to Hogan. “We 
kept our head really low prior to launch so we hadn’t approached any of these folks, 
but we are starting to now,” he says. 

Yahoo! 
In January Yahoo! announced Go, a product that is emblematic of the company’s 
strategy to drive use across its network of personalized services.  

The product’s main attribute is its integration of content across devices. Instead of 
storing data locally on your cellphone, PDA and PC, all the information resides on 
Yahoo! servers. Therefore, a change made to data or personalization features on, say, 
a PDA is reflected across all the user’s connected devices. The platform will power 
mobile devices through preinstalled software and partnerships with handset makers 
such as Motorola and Nokia, both of which are already on board. 

In addition to “hooking” users with Yahoo! products that are cemented in the interfaces 
of myriad devices, the software lets the company learn more about consumers by 
having access to all their content, history and preferences. Combine the behavioral  
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Yahoo! Go Mobile Interface 

 
Source: Yahoo! (2006) 

targeting capabilities of this data with the geotargeting potential of mobile devices, and 
one can see where Yahoo! might want to go with this. 

During his keynote address at the 2007 International CES conference in January, 
Yahoo! Chief Executive Officer Terry Semel hinted at the advertising possibilities of 
providing a place for users to keep all their personalized content that can be accessed 
from mobile devices. This not only includes local search but also news, instant 
messaging, e-mail and self-published content. The latter, in such forms as photos, 
music and video, comes with advertising possibilities wherein Yahoo! and independent 
content publishers can share revenues. 

 “Almost everything on Yahoo! is content. About 80 percent of the content people have 
heard of, but then there's that [long] tail,” said Semel. “People can elect to have us 
add an advertisement to [their content] and effectively go into business as a 
publisher.” 

AOL/MapQuest  
MapQuest recently launched a mobile version of its popular mapping engine as well as 
MapQuest Navigator, a new platform that resulted from a partnership with mobile 
mapping and navigation software provider Telmap. 

“It’s essentially in-car navigation on your handset, and it enables anybody to mount 
their phone in their car and turn it into an in-car navigation system with graphic maps 
as well as spoken directions,” Jim Greiner, MapQuest vice president and general 
manager, told us recently. “It’s portable for use in any car, and you can use it for 
walking directions as well.”  

The product will be available by the end of next quarter through carriers with GPS-
enabled phones. Specific carrier relationships and price points haven’t been disclosed. 
MapQuest’s parent, AOL, has also launched a mobile platform available on most Sprint  
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The MapQuest Mobile Application 

 
Source: MapQuest (2006) 

phones. It includes a mobile Web portal as well as mobile versions of AOL Cityguide 
and Moviefone. It will also integrate MapQuest’s mobile application shown above.  

Users will be able to directly dial businesses in this database and text message listings 
to friends. This could be a foundation on which to eventually integrate a pay-per-call 
model with the application or paid placement of business listings. 

“That could be one of the business models in the future. If that ends up being the most 
effective mobile advertising vehicle, we would certainly entertain that,” said Greiner. 
“We don’t plan to immediately monetize it in that way because there will be a 
subscription fee for the service. In the future we’ll determine whether the price points 
should come down or if the business model will change to an advertising model.”  

Microsoft Corp. 
Microsoft Corp. recently announced the third release of Windows Live Local, which 
includes more interactivity, a cleaner design, real-time traffic information, and 
integrations with Microsoft Outlook and MSN Messenger.  

The product launch also comes with the capability to integrate location-based 
advertising, both online and for mobile devices. One of the biggest monetization 
opportunities for Windows Live Local is in fact the opt-in advertising that will serve 
travelers or commuters, similar to Telcontar’s solution outlined above.  

“We will do this as we bring in value-add advertising where users can set up their 
preferences,” says Tom Bailey, director of marketing for Microsoft’s Virtual Earth 
business unit. “I might want to know where there are the Starbucks along a particular 
route or where there are gas stations. We can then not only show traffic but also gas 
prices.” Serving coupons that relate to local promotions will be a key part of this 
strategy, according to Bailey.  

Microsoft is in a unique position to tie this ad delivery platform to its recently 
announced adCenter search engine marketing platform. This would involve allowing 
national and local advertisers to bid on keywords and locations — thus optimizing SEM 
campaigns geospatially as well.  
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Google 
Google and Motorola announced a partnership in January that would allow easy access 
to Google mobile services from Motorola handsets. Sometime this year, Motorola will 
integrate a Google button on select handsets that will connect users directly to versions 
of the search giant’s online Web, image, news and Gmail products that have been 
optimized for browser-enabled mobile devices. This will also include local weather and 
business listings similar to Google’s online offerings. A monetization strategy for local 
search hasn’t been revealed but could follow the path of Google’s online monetization 
strategies. These have mostly included paid search and contextual advertising and in 
the future will likely involve pay-per-call ad models.  

Fast Search & Transfer 
Norway-based search company Fast Search & Transfer in March introduced FAST 
mSearch, a mobile search platform that will provide wireless users with music, games, 
ringtones and Web access. The product will be marketed to carriers as a white-labeled 
solution that allows them to integrate their own branded search capabilities into their 
mobile services. The platform has the capability to be monetized through targeted 
advertising served with local search results.  

Nokia Corp. 
Nokia Corp. earlier this month expanded the reach of its mobile search product for 
Nokia Nseries multimedia phones and devices based on its S60 platform. The free 
software download brings mobile search capabilities to these devices, including local 
business listings, mapping and push-to-talk functionality, which like the products 
below, could form the basis for a pay-per-call advertising model.  

Nokia Mobile Search Interface 
 

 
Source: Nokia (2006) 
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To gain listing data, Nokia has partnered with directory publishers across Europe, such 
as Fonecta and Eniro in Finland and Sweden and Yell.com in the U.K. The service will 
now also be available in Denmark, France, Italy, Norway and Spain. 

Miva 
In the United Kingdom, online marketing firm Miva recently formed a partnership with 
directory assistance provider 118 118 to create a text-based mobile advertising 
platform. Mobile users can request a phone number for free by sending an SMS text 
message to 118 118. Search results are returned with an advertisement that is 
relevant to the particular ad group of the original query. This can include a promotion 
from the very business in the search query, a promotion served with a complementary 
ad group and one in the same ad group (all three examples are illustrated below). 
Advertisers can select from more than 180 ad groups for targeting purposes.  

Google has pushed the market adoption of SMS-based local search in the U.S. with a 
similar free text-based search product that allows users to get phone listings, weather 
conditions, movie showtimes and sports scores (this is separate from Google’s mobile 
search outlined above). The company hasn’t monetized SMS, but we expect it will 
eventually tie its mobile search offerings to its leading online paid search capabilities. 

Miva monetizes its SMS product through paid placement of accompanying promotions. 
It could build this monetization method into a performance-based model in which the 
resulting action on the part of the consumer is tracked by coupon or pay-per-call 
metrics. Miva launched an online pay-per-call product in the fall, which it could adapt 
for its mobile applications.  

Pay-per-call could in fact have a great deal of applicability in mobile search. Advertisers 
will be able to serve ads to mobile users and enable them to automatically dial a 
business. This requires partnerships with platform providers, such as the one between 
Miva and 118 118, which could integrate pay-per-call in the future.  

Miva SMS Advertising Solution 

 
 

   Source: Miva (2006)   
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Ingenio  
Back in the U.S., pay-per-call platform provider Ingenio has partnered with UpSnap, a 
mobile search and content provider. UpSnap will integrate Ingenio’s pay-per-call 
listings with its own Free 411 service, an SMS directory product similar to that of 118 
118. This could be an area where we see many partnerships formed in the next two 
years, driven by growing demand in the marketplace for SMS-based mobile search.  

InfoSpace 
Online directory service provider InfoSpace had until recently operated through two 
separate divisions — mobile content and online search and directory. The company has 
merged the divisions with the belief that mobile will increasingly be a venue for search. 
With this transition InfoSpace has positioned itself to apply its knowledge of the 
directory space to a mobile local search offering. This product utilizes the listings and 
search interface the company has already deployed at Switchboard.com and 
InfoSpace.com, including the ability to look up local businesses and get information 
and directions all in one place.  

The company believes the information for which one searches on a mobile device is 
very different from data queries in an online setting. Because mobile search mostly 
involves local business data — compared with the broader corpus of online search — 
the company’s knowledge of and experience with online directories positions it well to 
develop a strong mobile local search application.  

“On the Web, a lot of research is done via search, but on mobile, search will be used 
not so much for finding the distance to Mars, but for locating the closest Mexican 
restaurant,” InfoSpace CEO Henry Voelker told PaidContent.org in a March interview. 
The company is currently developing advertising models around this product that could 
involve paid search and placement and performance-based pricing. 

The application itself includes Yellow Pages, White Pages, maps, directions and movie 
listings. It also comes with a click-to-connect feature to seamlessly call a business 
retrieved from a search query (this could be the basis for a future pay-per-call model).  

InfoSpace Mobile Local Search Interface 

 
Source: InfoSpace (2006) 
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Lastly, when used with a GPS-enabled phone, the product has the ability to find 
businesses nearby without users specifying their locations — a feature that will boost 
its value when GPS technology becomes ubiquitous in the mobile marketplace.  

The Bottom Line: Breaking Down Barriers to Adoption 
Certain market factors will serve to alleviate some of the challenges that have held 
back the wide-scale adoption of the technologies discussed in this report.  

GPS ubiquity in mobile devices is a big enabler for some of these technologies to 
develop greater functionality and reach deeper penetration. After the fourth quarter of 
2006, GSM and CDMA wireless providers are expected to offer GPS-enabled phones 
almost exclusively. Once a mobile device “knows where it is,” the ability to enhance 
mapping applications and other location-based services will accelerate dramatically.  

A second issue is that some of the aforementioned applications only provide a rich 
enough experience if used on a smartphone or a cellphone that uses the Windows 
Mobile OS. Smartphones have had a relatively slow pick-up in the mobile marketplace. 
However, we expect that cellphone technology will improve to make these applications 
conducive to smaller phones and that smartphones will gain wider acceptance in the 
market over time as prices come down and features and usability increase. 

Overall, mobile application adoption has been slow to leave the ground. This is partly 
because of the inherent challenges of creating a consumer-friendly standalone solution 
when there are so many moving parts, including hardware, software and carriers.  

“You need a mobile device that knows where it is, complete with the application that a 
Google, Yahoo! or an IYP is going to put together, and it has to be built on a platform 
like DDS 4.0 that accommodates all of that stuff,” says Telcontar’s Prioleau. “You can 
see all of the pieces, and few consumers at the very early end of [the] adoption curve 
can pull those things together. But I think shortly you’ll see complete solutions coming 
that will make it easy, and that’s when you see the rapid adoption.” 

The industry must coalesce and form a value chain of innovation, implementation and 
delivery to push wider acceptance of mobile local search among carriers and users. 
This will require partnerships among application and hardware developers and carriers. 
More specifically look to the types of partnerships outlined in this report to determine 
which formulas work in this space. These products’ time on the market will yield 
important lessons about consumer preferences, pricing models and product design. 
Areas where we see the most growth and partnership activity are those involving SMS-
based promotional delivery or coupons through DA or local search providers.   

Endorsements from and partnerships with mobile carriers in particular will also 
accelerate the time to market for mobile local search products. We believe this activity 
will increase as mobile search technology advances, imbedded GPS technology 
becomes ubiquitous, devices improve, prices drop, and demand and adoption in the 
marketplace increase. These factors will take effect over the next two to three years.  
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Appendix: Related Data 
The Kelsey Group has compiled the following third-party data that relate to mobile 
usage and advertiser demand for mobile ad distribution. 

The Mobile Market Size 

• There are 1.9 billion mobile phones worldwide — more than TVs and PCs 
combined. 

• By 2008, a projected 600 million mobile phone users globally will have Web 
access on their mobile devices.  

• Worldwide revenues from mobile content reached US$3 billion in 2004 and 
are expected to be US$9 billion in 2006. 

• There are currently an estimated 205.7 million U.S. wireless subscribers. 

Sources: CTIA, ARC Group, Mobile Marketing Association,  
LogicaCMG, Enpocket, Miva, NPD Group, NeoMedia  

SMS Usage on the Rise 

• More than 7.2 billion mobile messages were sent over U.S. carrier networks 
in June 2005, compared with 2.8 billion messages in June 2004.  

• Revenues received in the U.S. during the first six months of 2005 from SMS 
traffic increased 154 percent to US$1.24 billion. 

• An estimated 1.5 trillion mobile messages are projected to be sent 
worldwide in 2008. 

Source: Common Short Code Administration 

Demand From Advertisers Also Growing  

• By 2008, 89 percent of brands will use text and multimedia messaging to 
reach their audience. 

• One-third of brands plan to spend in excess of 10 percent of their marketing 
budgets on the medium. 

• In five years, more than half of brands (52 percent) expect to spend 5 
percent to 25 percent of their total marketing budgets on mobile efforts. 

• 40 percent of brands have already deployed text messaging campaigns. 

• 18 percent have deployed multimedia messaging (MMS) campaigns. 

• 47 percent expect between 5 percent and 15 percent of recipients to request 
more information or a sample. 

• 34 percent expect 5 percent to 20 percent of recipients to undertake a 
financial transaction after receiving a mobile marketing message. 

• The top three things that would make mobile marketing more attractive to 
brands are:  

1. The ability to reach a specific target audience. 

2. Information about how the user responded to a marketing message. 

3. Proof that a message has been received by the user’s handset. 

Source: Common Short Code Administration 
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Obstacles 

• 55 percent of brands are unsure how to reach specific target audiences via 
mobile campaigns. 

• 58 percent are unsure how to implement and measure an SMS campaign. 

• 61 percent are unsure how to implement and measure an MMS campaign. 

Source: Common Short Code Administration 
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